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There on still 20,000 nuclear weapons in the world today.
Abolishing nuclear weapons is the only guarantee that they will
never be used again.
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Leaders of the US, the UK, Russia, China and
France will be meeting in Paris June 29-30 to
discuss nuclear security.
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If you have 10 minutes:
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Email the leaders of these countries. Ask them to
committing to ridding the world of nuclear weapons. You can
do this at the website: http://www.nuclearabolition.org/p5 . Or
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Tweet Get rid of nuclear weapons on these pages:
@whitehouse @elysee @deardowningst @washingtonpost
@reuters @huffingtonpost @nytimes @maddow mentioning
#ICANact. Or
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#ICANact. Or

Facebook. Take a picture of yourself holding a sign saying,
Ban Nuclear Weapons. Post it as your Facebook profile
picture. Then tell your Facebook friends why you believe
abolishing nuclear weapons is an urgent necessity.
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Nuclear Abolition Day is sponsored by ICAN, the
International Campaign to Abolish Nuclear Weapons.
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The Vigil for Peace was initiated by the Albany Friends Meeting and Peace Action.
Find out how you can work for peace. Call 518-595-9324
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